
cc|document configurator

Company speCifiC layouts 

No programmiNg skills required 

More than 20 ready to use docuMents

Multilanguage support

Design your Documents without Visual stuDio

Multiple layouts for single docuMents

 Business-
	 				Software
														for	People



 
COSMO CONSULT specialises in the implementation and system management of industry	and	business	solutions 
based on cutting-edge software technologies. We deliver industry-oriented complete solutions for midsize 
businesses in the manufacturing, service and retail industries by providing an extensive range of industry-specific 
and special solutions based on Microsoft	Dynamics	and QlikView.

We offer our customers over 18 years of national and international project experience in the implementation of 
Microsoft	Dynamics	NAV (previously Navision) and Microsoft	Dynamics	AX (previously Axapta) ERP solutions. We 
are also experts in the Microsoft	Dynamics	CRM customer relationship management system and the Microsoft	
SharePoint document management and portal system, which can be integrated seamlessly into the ERP system 
environment. We therefore deliver fully integrated software systems for use in all areas of the company. With the 
aid of the QlikView	business	intelligence	solution, our customers are able to access all of their company data in a 
structured and manageable format at any time.

An implementation	method tailored to the project is a prerequisite for successful software implementation. For 
over 15 years, we have placed our trust in proven implementation methods when implementing our software 
projects, such as SureStep for successful ERP project implementation and the agile	implementation	methodology	
for rapid results when realising business intelligence (BI) projects.

At COSMO CONSULT, people are our focus. After all, it is people who decide whether our software is efficient or 
inefficient, who judge its strengths and weaknesses, who experience joy or frustration when using it and ultimately 
determine if it is a success. That's why we provide:

Business-Software	for	People

CoMPANy	PoRtRAit

„The integration of structured data                                     

                              from the ERP	system	 
                and unstructured data, like from Office,  

  makes our work work much easier.“
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cc|document configurator
Simplified Approach Designing Document Layouts for Microsoft Dynamics NAV

HigHligHtS

 ` Reduces implementation time and cost
 ` No programming skills required
 ` Design your documents without Visual Studio or 

the native report designer
 ` Support end users to take ownership of designing 

the printouts
 ` more than 20 ready to use ‘out-of-the-box’ documents
 ` Multilanguage support
 ` Company specific layouts
 ` Multiple layouts for a single document

Built on Microsoft Dynamics® NAV, the cc|document 
configurator simplifies the process of modifying  
Windows Clients and Web Clients printouts. 

cc|document configurator takes the design work 
from the native report designer and Visual Studio 
and brings it into a setup environment in Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV. This allows customers and consult-
ants to do modifications without any programming 
skills; but remains flexible enough for programmers 
to write special code through code units, if needed. 

DoCuMENt	lAyoutS	

Document Layouts inside Microsoft Dynamics NAV 
control the design of your printouts. Here you can 
define the sections on the printouts using a confi-
guration containing tables, filters, fields, font types,  
variables, formulas, and more. Each printout can 
have multiple layouts that can be selected by the 
user when printing. Document Layouts can be impor-
ted and exported through XML files, which enables  
moving the configurations between different  
companies in Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Through the  
Phantom Document Layout feature, it is possible to 
configure common sections in a single place; like  
footers that are the same on different printouts. 

READy	to	uSE	

The Document Configurator comes with more than 
20 predefined layout templates that are ready to use  
as they are or as a base for making further modifi-
cations. This add-on was developed as a standalone 
solution that requires minimal modifications to the 
standard objects. Installation is easy. 

PREDEfiNED	lAyoutS	iNCluDED:	

 ` Blanket Purchase Order 
 ` Blanket Sales Order 
 ` Finance Charge Memo 
 ` Order 
 ` Order Confirmation 
 ` Picking List 
 ` Prod. Order-Job Card 
 ` Purchase Quote
 ` Purchase-Return Ship 
 ` Put-away List 
 ` Reminder 
 ` Return Order Confirmation 
 ` Sales-Credit Memo 
 ` Sales-Invoice 
 ` Sales-Shipment 
 ` Sales Quote 
 ` Statement 
 ` Transfer Order 
 ` Transfer Shipment 
 ` Warehouse Movement 
 ` Whse-Shipment 
 ` Work Order 

DOCUMENT LAyOUT: ORDER CONFIRMATION
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DoCuMENt	tEXtS	

Different texts and languages are managed through 
Document Texts. A Document Text carries transla-
tions to different languages and gives you the abi-
lity to change the labels and text used on all prin-
touts in one place. The Document Configurator  
comes preloaded with Document Texts in 22 diffe-
rent languages. 

lANguAgES	iNCluDED:	

DAN Danish
DEA German (Austria) 
DES German (Switzerland) 
DEU German (Germany) 
ENA English (Australia) 
ENC English (Canada) 
ENG English (United Kingdom) 
ENI English (Ireland) 
ENU English (United States) 
ENZ English (New Zealand) 

ESM Spanish (Mexico) 
ESP Spanish (Traditional Sort) 
FRA French (France) 
FRB French (Belgium) 
FRC French (Canada) 
FRS French (Switzerland) 
ITA Italian (Italy) 
ITS Italian (Switzerland) 
NLB Dutch (Belgium) 
NLD Dutch (Netherlands) 
NOR Norwegian (Bokmal) 
SVE Swedish 

ADDitioNAl	APPliCAtioNS	

In addition to managing the layouts of the typical  
Microsoft Dynamics NAV printed documents, the  
Document Configurator can also be used to generate 
item labels, list printing and Microsoft Excel exports. 

NEW REPORT ORDER CONFIRMATION
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AS	A	PARt	of	tHE	DoCuMENt	MANAgEMENt	
PACk	

Together with cc|formatted documents, the 
document configurator is capable to save and print 
more complex formatted text. Other NAV reports 
can be integrated as subreports in the printout. A 
word processing editor (WySIWyG) is used to enter 
text with more mark-ups and even pictures. By “copy 
& paste” from Microsoft Word or websites, the 
formatting is conveyed to the editor. Pictures are 
embedded into the text and stored without the need 
of an extra repository.

Our commitment to finding the best solutions for our 
customers and to providing innovative features in 
order to optimise their business and bring them new 
levels of success is also reflected in our partnerships 
with Microsoft and QlikTech.

CoSMo	CoNSult	AND	MiCRoSoft	—	 
A	StRoNg	AlliANCE

While Microsoft brings innovative, intuitive and 
investment-safe products, COSMO CONSULT brings 
its extensive product knowledge, industry expertise 
and many years of project experience, resulting in a 
strong partnership for successful IT projects.

As a certified Microsoft Gold partner, COSMO 
CONSULT has received a number of awards in recent 
years. Microsoft gives these awards in recognition 
of the continued commitment of this partner to 
delivering industry and customer-optimised software 
solutions, thereby driving the further technological 
development of Microsoft products.
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Space for your own notes
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GERMANY | FRANCE | SPAIN | SWEDEN | SWITZERLAND  
CHILE |  COLOMBIA | ECUADOR | MEXICO | PANAMA 

www.cosmoconsult.com


